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Method
1. Iconicity judgments:
• 32 deaf signers (Mage=34, SD=13) and 21-37 hearing
non-signers participated in online rating surveys. Signs
were drawn from ASL-LEX [5]
• Instructions: Rate the sign on a scale 1-7 based on how
iconic you think the sign is (7=very iconic).
• Hearing non-signers were given the sign meaning

http://asl-lex.org/
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Hearing non-signers

3. Concreteness ratings of English words
• Extracted from a database (Brysbaert et al. 2014)

4. Signs were categorized as Instrument, Handling, Entity,
Tracing, and Indexing by a native ASL signer
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➤ Similar distribution of
ratings in both groups
➤ Deaf signers may
perceive sign features
(handshape, movement,
location) as phonological
rather than as iconic
carriers, resulting in lower
iconicity rating

Iconicity distribution
Deaf signers

p = .12

p < .02

➤ Handling (hand as hand)
iconicity was more salient
for non-signers than
instrument (hand as
object) iconicity, see [4].
Type
of
iconicity
did
not
Instrument (37) Handling (90)
affect ASL signers.
➤ Handling gestures are
more common [6] and
may increase iconicity
ratings for non-signers.
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Hearing non-signers
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Iconicity rating

p < .017

p = .25

p < .001
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Entity (wh/pt) (96)

Tracing (55)

Indexing (22)
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2. Lexical knowledge of signs attenuates perception
of iconicity
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p < .001

p = .82
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Transparent
(207)

Opaque
(217)

p < .001

p = .14

➤ Signers vs. non-signers showed differential sensitivity to
iconicity of sublexical properties; handshape (entity),
movement (tracing), and location (indexing)
Abstract
(208)

Concrete
(208)

2. Transparency judgments:
• 20 non-signers (Mage= 32, SD=11) guessed the
meaning of 430 signs & rated on 1-7 scale (7=very
obvious) how obvious the meaning would be to others
• Median split to identify transparent vs. opaque signs

Average rating

Deaf signers
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➤ Signers & non-signers’
ratings were closely
associated (p < .001)
➤ Signers exhibited lower
ratings than non-signers;
t (730) = 4.9, p < .001.

Average rating
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# of signs

High iconicity

Iconicity ratings

# of signs

☞To what extent is
perception of iconicity
constrained by ASL
knowledge?

Low iconicity

3. The role of gesture in enhancing perception of
iconicity

1. A comparison between signers’ and non-signers’
iconicity ratings

Average rating

• Perceived iconicity is a mentally constructed
correspondence between two cognitive
representations – form and meaning
• Iconicity is a pervasive property in American Sign
Language (ASL) that is entrenched in the lexicon
• Iconicity impacts language processing & facilitates
phonological and lexical development [1], [2], [3]
• Iconicity is structured: signs contain repeated use of
an iconic strategy that identifies members of a
lexical group (e.g. handling vs. instrument) [4]

Results

Discussion
• Although iconicity ratings were correlated, systematic
differences were found for signers and non-signers.
• For non-signers, gesture experience may increase
perceived iconicity for transparent, handling, and
indexing signs.
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➤ Phonological knowledge might reduce perceived
iconicity for transparent signs, while lexical
knowledge might reduce sensitivity to the iconic
mapping for abstract concepts (e.g., KNOW has
multiple meanings in ASL)
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• Linguistic knowledge reduces perceived iconicity for
transparent, abstract, handling, and indexing signs.
• In contrast, knowledge of the ASL ‘classifier’
system increases perceived iconicity when formmeaning mapping involves handshape (Entity signs).
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